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Summary
The following document describes a process of new vacuum cleaner design development. The focus for this project fell on the problems that elderly and people with different musculoskeletal disorders in the body experience with the product and how this issues could be eliminated trough the design.
A Design for All methods were used during the whole process in order to deliver successful product. Elderly and users with different back, legs, hips, arms
and hands problem were highly involved in the whole process. They periodically tested and evaluated new design suggestions and ideas through models and
sketches.
The results from the research and process showed that there are significant problems regarding the vacuum cleaner usage. One of the main issues is that using a vacuum cleaner requires a lot bending and movement that might be painful and inconvenient for certain group.
The final design proposal was proven to solve many of the problems that were outlined. Special attention was paid to minimize the bending moments when
transporting and maintaining the vacuum cleaner, as well as to eliminate unnatural and inconvenient postures when the cleaning task is performed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Background
The vacuum cleaner is the most commonly used device nowadays that
is used in every household in order to maintain a clean and healthy environment. A great abundance of companies that design and produce vacuum
cleaners can be seen today on the market. The vacuum cleaners vary in many
different characteristics like types, prices, number of functions, number of
additional equipment, sizes, etc., so that they can meet different needs and
priorities.
In this project the vacuum cleaner was reviewed from another point
of view. The focus fell on the accessibility and usability of this type of product
for people with impairments and disabilities and how a vacuum cleaner can
meet special needs.
This project is a Master thesis in Design For All Programme and it ran
between week 4 and week 22, 2013. It took place at Mid Sweden University,
Sundsvall and it is in collaboration with Electolux AB, Sweden.
Design for All is the first and so far the only education in the world of
its kind, where students are developing and improving products that meet
the needs of as many group of users as possible with the attitude that a
product can be used by all people. During the design process, the students
work closely with the users by discussing and testing ideas and new solutions.
Thus a relevant and accurate feedback is received, which on the other hand
provides information about what problems people experience when they
interact with different products and how this issues can be resolved through
the design (http://www.miun.se/en/Education/Find-Your-Education/Show-pro
gramme/?KatalogProgramId=1487#about).
Electrolux AB is a Swedish company with almost 100 years of history.
Today, the company is a global leader in home appliances and appliances for
professional use, selling more than 40 million products to customers in 150
markets every year. Electrolux vacuum cleaners, small domestic appliances
and accessories are sold to consumers worldwide.

Purpose
Nowadays only in Sweden today there are 1.3 million people with
decreased mobility in arms and hands, 1 million who suffer from rheumatism
(Funka NU, 2012). On the other hand there are more people who grow old
and in the future there will be bigger percentage of people who will experience different health problems. Furthermore, those people are becoming
more and more demanding regarding their quality of life and this increases
the need of products that can satisfy their requirements.
Growing old or developing a particular disease affects people’s daily
life and activities. Elementary tasks, connected with product usage and usually performed unconsciously, tend to become problematic and frustrating
since they cause discomfort, pain and in some they are even impossible.

Aim
The aim of this project was to create a design of a product that cleans with
vacuum which can meet the needs of large group of people. A clear picture
of the users demands was to created. The main goal of the project was to develop the new product from the users needs and demands further. The new
vacuum cleaner concept was to deliver solution for problems that users have
had experienced while interacting with such type of a product.
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Chapter 2
Methods
During the project different iterative methods were used in order to deliver and evaluate the final solution for the project. The different methods are devided
into different stages of the project.
Stage 1
Research phase
Stage one includes the research phase. Its purpose is to provide detailed information of the product that will be developed and what have been done until
the present time. Depending on the set goals for the project the market research could contain information that has no direct relation to the product. The
research phase for this project took place between week 5 and week 7, 2013. It contains of:
• Literature review - includes product definition, articles, previously made studies connected to the topic of the project.
• Market research - includes details about the product diversity and the current trends on the market, as well as comparison between competitive companies that manufacture and distribute that product.
• Functional analysis - includes basic features and functions that the product has.
• Activity analysis - includes the basic steps that users perform when they interact with the product.
• Definition of the users’ needs.
Stage 2
Ideation/phase
Stage two comprises of various design tools and methods connected to the development of the new solution/product for the project. This phase ran between
week 8 and week 16, 2013. It includes:
• Hand and computer sketches - visualize new design concepts and functionality ideas and solution, serve as an inspiration.
• Functional models and mock-ups - present the ideas from the sketches into a physical models and mock ups. They are made from different materials and
aim to present new functions and solution, so that they could be evaluated and tested.
Stage 3
Realisation phase
Stage three includes developing detailed picture of the final design of the product. It continued between week 18 and week 20. In comprises of:
• 3 dimensional computer visualization of the final design solution.
• High-fidelity physical model.
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User Tests
User tests are special method that is used to evaluate different products, solutions and concepts. The tests are conducted with test persons that have been
chosen according to the target group for the project. The test persons are specially trained to evaluate new solutions and proposals during the process on
sketches, mock-ups and rough sketch models. User test take places within all previously mentioned stages of the project.
During this project five user test were conducted. Eleven test persons with disabilities and impairments participated in the tests altogether. The test were conducted periodically during the whole process. All new design solutions and propositions are based on the results and the conclusions from the tests.
• User Test 1 (Existing products)
During the first test users were asked to test existing types of products: They evaluated different functions and thus outlined problems regarding the usage of
the product. Three test persons participated in the test. This user test was part of the research stage of the project.
• User Test 2 (Concepts and ideas)
In the second user tests users were asked to discussed new ideas that have the potential to solve the problems that had been outlined from the first user test.
The level of judging was on an abstract level since the discussion is based on rough hand sketches and models. Five test person participated in the test.
• User Test 3 (Principles)
In the third user test users were comparing and evaluating different principles for the different functions that the product has. They were provided with several options to chose from for each of the function of the product.
• User Test 4 (Three concepts)
In the forth user test the users were asked to test three different models where each model diverse from the others in its function. User test 2, 3, and 4 were
part of the Ideation stage of the project.
• User Test 5 (Final design)
During the last user test users evaluated the final design solution. In this test they also compared the new design with an existing product. This test was part
of the Realization stage of the product.
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Test persons

Name: Kristina
Age: 49
Gender: Female
Disability/Disease:
She was born with a problem in the hips. Has
several joint replacement operations. Has
prosthesis. Has pain in her hips.
Vacuum cleaner usage:
Uses canister VC once per week. Does it on
her own.

Name: Anita
Age: 70
Gender: Female
Disability/Disease: Rheumatism for 40 years.
Has strong pain in her hands and often in her
feet. Has particular problem with smaller grips.
Vacuum cleaner usage:
Uses canister VC once per week. Some functions she cannot use. Needs help from her
husband to perform some of the tasks.

Name: Gunilla
Age:60
Gender: Female
Disability/Disease:
Nerve damage in her right arm, rheumatism, whiplash in
her neck. Right arm not fully functional. Has pain in her
neck. Gets quickly tired in her arms and hands.
Vacuum cleaner usage:
Uses canister VC once or twice per week. Does it on her
own but it depends on how she feels. It takes a lot of
time because she needs breaks during the process.

Name: Nicklas
Age: 32
Gender: Male
Disability/Disease:
Spina Bifida which leads to week muscle in the
lower limbs, uses wheelchair, can walk a little
bit.
Vacuum cleaner usage:
Doesn’t use VC and doesn’t have one. Never
thought about trying to vacuum on his own.

Name: Kjell
Age: 65
Gender: Male
Disability/Disease:
Rheumatoid arthritis. Metal replacement in
both knees and hips. Experiences pain and
stiffness in arms, hands, legs, knees and hips.
Vacuum cleaner usage:
Uses vacuum cleaner once per week. It is
exhausting. Some of the functions he cannot
perform on his own.

Name: Esther
Age: 40
Gender: Female
Disability/Disease:
Herniated disc, displaced pelvis. Cannot sit, cannot lift
heavy objects, cannot bend to the floor.
Vacuum cleaner usage:
Uses canister VC once per week. Cannot use it completely. Needs help from her boyfriend.
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Name: Åke
Age: 70
Gender: Male
Disability/Disease:
Stroke in the left half of the brain 7 years ago;
Weakness in his right arm;
20% functionality in his right leg;
Walks with crutches.
Vacuum cleaner usage:
Uses canister VC once in 2 weeks. Needs help
from his wife when he does it.

Name: Cecilia
Age: 70
Gender: Female
Disability/Disease:
Has one eye, 40 % eyesight in her eye. Suffers
from arthrosis which leads to stiffness and
weakness in her hands.
Vacuum cleaner usage:
Has three vacuum cleaners. Uses them once
per week. Does it on her own.

Name: Violetta
Age: 48
Gender: Female
Disability/Disease: Suffers from herniate
discs. Has pain in the entire body. Has particular problems with her shoulder and cannot
bend over.
Vacuum cleaner usage:
Avoids to use VC as much as possible. Experiences pain when she does.

Name: Åke
Age: 51
Gender: Male
Disability/Disease: Suffers from sciatica. Has
pain in his back. Experiences difficulty to bent
to the ground.
Vacuum cleaner usage:
Uses VC once in 2 weeks. Does it by himself.

Name: Jan
Age: 57
Gender: Male
Disability/Disease:
Suffers from diabetes which led to blindness. Has pain
in his body and also has no sensitivity in his fingers.
Cannot bend all the way to the floor and has problems
to raise back up.
Vacuum cleaner usage:
Doesn’t use VC. The problem is not with the product
but that he can’t see where he cleans.
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Chapter 3
Results
1. Research phase
1. Literature review
1.1  Product definition
Generally, a vacuum cleaner can be defined as: “An electrically operated appliance that removes soiled material (dust, fibre, threads) from the surface to
be cleaned by airflow created by a vacuum developed within the unit by an
electrically powered vacuum generator or fan. The material thus removed is
separated and stored in the appliance and the cleaned suction air is returned
to the ambient.” Vacuum cleaners exist in a variety of sizes, shapes and
models for domestic and commercial use and for different applications. (AEA
Energy and Environment, 2009).
1.2 Musculoskeletal diseases
Musculoskeletal disorder is a condition that affect the musculoskeletal,
peripheral nervous, and neurovascular systems. The proportion with musculoskeletal disorders increases with age more for women than for men. In
the age group 67 years and over, 45 per cent of women and 26 per cent of
men have a muscle or bone disease. (Health among the elderly (65 years and
over) in Norway, 2011). These types of disorders cause the most sick leave,
long term incapacity and early retirement due to disability and give rise to
considerable pain and suffering. Aches and pains are common among elderly
people, mostly because the prevalence of diseases and conditions that cause
pain, such as rheumatoid arthritis, osteoporosis and cancer, increases with
age. (Berleen, 2004).
There are various diseases that can cause musculoskeletal disorder. However,
there are a few that need special attention since they occur commonly with
growing old. The most common diseases and age related conditions among

elderly are osteoporosis and arthritis.
• Osteoporosis, also known as “porus bones”, occurs when bones loose
their protein and mineral content. Thus bone mass and bone strength is
decreased and they become fragile (http://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/osteoporosis). It is more common for women than for men.
The disease can cause low back pain, hunched back and the vertebrae to
collapse and fractures in the wrist, hip and back and also leads to chronic
pain. (Health among the elderly (65 years and over) in Norway, 2011).
• Arthritis is another common type of musculoskeletal disorder that occurs
often with the age. It is inflammation of the joints. It most often affects
the hands, knees, hips and spine. Sometimes minor activities and efforts
cause pain in the joints as well as loss of motion and stiffness (http://
www.spine-health.com/glossary/a/arthritis).
• Intervertebral disc degeneration, herniate discs, scolosic, spinal stenosis
are just several of all disease and conditions connected with the spine.
They have different characteristic and affect the bones, muscles and joints
in different ways. However they tend to occur with growing age and often
cause pain in the back and waist (http://www.mdguidelines.com/degeneration-cervical-intervertebral-disc/definition).
1.3 Reduced eyesight
Nearly 15 per cent of elderly people over 65 are estimated to have impaired
sight. Half of these suffer from such a severe sight impairment that they are
unable to read even with the aid of spectacles. Glaucoma affects about 1
per cent of the over-50 population. Macular degeneration is the most serious
cause of impaired sight among the over- 65s. The retina changes with age and
the eye of an old person needs three times as much light as it did in younger
years to maintain good vision. (Berleen, 2004).
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people with impaired hand, arm waist, back, and shoulder function.
1.4 Vacuuming and musculoskeletal disorder

1.5. Target group

In 2008 a research, connected with establishing a link between the action of vacuuming and musculoskeletal disorder, was conducted. The research
was made by Allison Bell at University of Wollongong and involved professional cleaning workers. The results demonstrate that the vacuum cleaning
poses a risk to the musculoskeletal health. Furthermore during 2002 cleaning workers reported different injuries they got during work. 24,6% of the
claims were injuries of the back, whereas 27,8% claims were for the upper
limb (12,5% hands, 7,9% shoulder, 2,7% arm, 2,5% neck and 2,2 %) (Office of
Australian Safety and Compensation Council, 2006).
Furthermore, an ergonomic assessment of the physical demands of
the most common cleaning task identified: repetitive bending of the back,
and shoulder actions as task characteristics of cleaning and established that
these characteristics predisposed cleaning workers to upper limp and low
back problems. The cleaning task is highly repetitive in nature. According to
Latko and colleagues (1999) study, the repetitive works was related to upper limb discomfort, tendonitis and carpal tunnel syndrome. Furthermore,
Teaster and Burr (2004) established that women have a significantly higher
prevalence of upper limb muscular disorder to men. As a key factors related
to musculoskeletal disorder were pointed: repetition, force, posture and
vibration. During performing a cleaning action with a vacuum cleaner the
user performs repetitive actions with their arm, wrist and shoulder. Also for
particular cleaning tasks additional force is needed. Some cleaning tasks also
require the users to bend their body at different angles. The research results
successfully established a link between the task of vacuum cleaning and musculoskeletal risk. It was assessed that vacuuming deemed a significant risk for
musculoskeletal disorder particularly in the shoulder, arm, wrist and hand.
(Bell, 2008).
The test for this research was conducted among healthy cleaning
workers. Although the fact that the research doesn’t cover the vacuuming in a
domestic environment, where the action is performed rarely and with lighter
equipment, it could be concluded that vacuum cleaner usage might cause
harm to users’ bodies. The risk is assumed to be even greater for elderly and

The focus for this project falls on three main target group. The biggest target
group consist of elderly over 65 years old who live independently at their
homes who might have developed musculoskeletal disorders and reduced
eyesight. Second target group is people from 16 to 65 years of age who has
different musculoskeletal disorders in different body parts. Third focus group
is people from 16 to 65 years of age who have reduce eyesight.
Musculoskeletal disorder (hands,
arms, back, legs problems)
Age: 16 to 65
Gender: Female & Male

Elderly
Age: Over 65 years old
Gender: Female & Male
Live at home
Reduced eyesight
Age: 16 to 65
Gender: Female & Male
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2. Market research
2.1 Vacuum cleaner type descriptions
Most common types of vacuum cleaner put on the market.
Stick Cleaner

Handheld

A lighter vacuum cleaner with dirt
storage facility and vacuum generator (fan) mounted centrally on a
handle and integrated with a rigid
connection to the cleaning head.
They are often cordless and bag
less. However they are typically not
great on carpet and unlike larger
uprights they are not as powerful
and the dirt cup is smaller.

A lightweight vacuum cleaner with
cleaning head, dirt storage and vacuum generator integrated in a compact
housing allowing the cleaner to held
and operated whilst being held in
the hand. These are usually for small
cleanup jobs and are small, handheld,
light and mainly cordless. Almost all of
these are bag less and use a dirt cup.

Canister/Cylinder

Cyclonic

Backpack

Canister models also often called cylinder models have the motor and dust
collector (using a bag or bag less) in
a separate unit, usually mounted on
wheels, which is connected to the
vacuum head by a flexible hose. Their
main advantage is flexibility, as the user
can attach different heads for different
tasks, and manoeuvrability (the head
can reach under furniture and makes it
very easy to vacuum stairs and vertical
surfaces).

Cyclonic cleaners do not use filtration bags. Instead, the dust is
separated in a detachable cylindrical collection vessel or bin. The dust
particles and other debris move to
the outside of the vessel by centrifugal force, where they fall due to
gravity.

Backpack vacuum cleaners are commonly used for commercial cleaning:
they allow the user to move rapidly
about a large area. They are essentially
small canister vacuums strapped onto
the user’s back.

Upright Cleaner
A vacuum cleaner with the cleaning
head forming an integral part of or
permanently connected to the cleaner
housing. It is suited to cleaning carpet
and floor areas. They take the form of a
cleaning head, onto which a handle and
bag are attached. Upright vacuums usually have larger vacuum cleaner bags/
containers so changing/emptying these
is less frequent. With an upright the
users are also not lugging the vacuum
behind them since they operate the machine by pushing and pulling it in front
of the body.
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Wet/Dry

Robotic

A “canister” vacuum cleaner with a single tank for storing dirty water which has previously and separately
been placed on the surface being cleaned or dried
through a flexible hose and the separate cleaning head.
Often used in garages and home workshops.

Robotic vacuum cleaners are machines that perform
floor vacuuming automatically. They don’t have electricity cord and they are powered by rechargeable batteries. The batteries are usually charged on a docking
station, plugged in the electricity net, the station also is
used for storing the machine.

2.2 Other definitions relate to the function or applications of the vacuum
cleaner:
Power:
Mains Powered - connected to a mains voltage electrical supply;
Cordless - integral electrical supply, using rechargeable batter;
Dirt storage:
Bagless - employs a reusable rigid container to collect the dust;
Bagged - uses disposable dirt storage container;
Filtration:
Bag - paper or fabric bags, allow the air to pass through, keeps the dust inside;
Bagless -In non-cyclonic bagless, reusable filter;
Cyclonic separation - cyclonic technology forces the dust to fall into the storage bin;
Water filtration - uses water as a filter, the air passes through water;
Ultra fine air filter - called HEPA filtered, used as a secondary filter.

2.3 Trends
The companies that design, manufacture and release vacuum cleaners on the
market nowadays show common trend stream. One of the most trendy characteristic of the vacuum cleaner is its sustainability. Leading companies pay
great attention on recycling materials(Philips, Annual Report, 2001), (Dyson,
Annual Report, 2011). For example, Electrolux AB vacuum cleaners consist of
70 % recyclable plastic. Another important characteristic is the noise level.
Different technologies are used to reduce the noise produced by vacuum
cleaners so that they are very quiet when working and thus they cause less
irritation in the users. The third most common features is the efficiency. The
product developers aim to save energy as much as possible without disturbing the suction power (Electrolux, Annual Report, 2011). Some manufactures
also aim to design products that could be part of the home environment
- aesthetic design that allows the vacuum cleaner to be left outside in the
home and be ready to use at any time. According to sell reports, the most
commonly type of vacuum cleaner purchased in Europe is the canister type
(Top Ten International Group, Top ten vacuum cleaners in Europe, 2013).
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3. Function analysis

4. Activity analysis

Fig. A represents a visualization of an functional analysis of canister
vacuum cleaner. The basic and most important functions and features
for that type of vacuum cleaner are outlined. It creates a picture how the
functions are connected to the features in one whole product.

The activity analysis aims to outline the all basic steps that the user takes when
using vacuum cleaner, as well as, distinguish the actions taken before, during and
after the cleaning process into three separate phases. (fig. B)

fig. A

fig. B
Place to
grip
(handle)

Pulling the
Putting horizontally cord out

Switch in the
electricity net

Adjust the handle
Turn On

Cleaning the ﬂoor /
Maneuvering

Putting down

Cleaning under
furniture
Deassembling
the pipe

Carrying

Movement
ﬂexibility
Adjustable
height

Cord
Control

ON/OFF
Control

Cleaning
Corners

Actions before the cleaning

Taking out from
storage unit

Power
Control

Cleaning process

Carring
handle

Cord
storage

Changing
the head

Put in a storage
unit

Actions after the cleaning

Flexible
connection

Carrying
Moves on
wheels
Suckution
function

Opening

Carring
handle

Store dust

Cleaning the walls

Closing the lid
Put new bag

Turn Oﬀ

Take the bag out
Open the lid

Rolling the cord in

Unplug the cable
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second method the participants were asked to perform the action with the
product and meanwhile to talk out loud. The environment for the test was
built so that it simulates home where different situations might occur during
the cleaning process.

5. User test 1
Existing products
Date 31/01/2013, 11/02/2013
5.1 Where: The first user test was conducted at Mid Sweden University where
three test persons participated in the test. The goal of the test is to evaluate
the usability of existing types of household/domestic vacuum cleaners.
5.2 How: Two different methods were used during the test. In the first method the different steps from the activity analysis and the different functions
and features from the functional analysis were measured on the Design For
All scale from 0 to 5 where the former is “Not possible” and the latter is “Very
easy” (fig. 1). The results from the second method were derived on the base
of observation since the results from the first method showed that is difficult
for the test persons to register problems and evaluate them on scale. In the

5.3 What:
Two different types of vacuum cleaners were used for the purpose of the
test. First product is a traditional canister vacuum cleaner where the motor
and the dust collector are installed on a separate unit which is mounted on
wheels. The machine is connected to the vacuum head by a flexible hose.
The rigid part of the handle is adjustable in height (fig.2, fig.3). The second
product is a cordless, stick vacuum cleaner with rechargeable battery where
the motor and the dust container are part of the handle which is attached to
flexible vacuum head (fig.4).
fig.2

fig.3

fig.4

fig. 1

Kan inte

Mycket
svårt

Lite svårt

Varken
svårt
eller lätt

Ganska
lätt

Mycket
lätt

5.4 Who
Kristina
Disability/Disease:
• Joints replacements
• Pain in her hip

Anita
Disability/Disease:
• Rheumatism
• Pain in her hands and in her feet

Gunilla
Disability/Disease:
• Nerve damage in her right arm
• Rheumatism
• Whiplash in her neck
• Pain in her neck
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5.5 Results
5.5.1 Canister Vacuum Cleaner
Transportation handle:
• All users couldn’t find the handle;
• All found it too shallow;
• All couldn’t get good grip;
• Two of the users experienced pain and discomfort in the fingers because of the
sharp edges
(fig. 2, fig. 3).
Cord:
• Two users couldn’t spot the cord;
• Two users turned the machine up side
down to find the cord;
• Two users bent while pulling the cord;
• One user squatted while pulling the cord;
• All needed to support the machine with
hand/foot while pulling the cord.
(fig. 4, fig. 5)

(fig. 2)

(fig. 4)

(fig. 6)

(fig. 3)

(fig. 5)

(fig. 7)

Turning the machine ON/OFF:
• Two users used foot to turn ON/OFF the machine;
• Two had problems distinguishing the different buttons;
• Two found the buttons too small;
• Two doesn’t want to bend in order to push the buttons.
(fig. 6, fig. 7)
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Cleaning under furniture:
• Two users had to bend extremely to reach under furniture;
• One squatted to reach under;
• Two used support while bending;
• Three had to stretch their arm to lower the handle to the floor;
• Two can’t stay in that position for a long time;
• Two experienced feet and legs pain;
• One experienced arm pain when reaching under furniture;
• One experienced pain in her neck;
• One experienced difficulty to rise up after cleaning under furniture;
• Three preferred the cleaning head to be as flat as possible.
(fig. 8 - fig. 11)
Opening the lid and cleaning the machine:
• Two experienced difficulties to open the machine when it was
laying horizontally;
• One needed clearer explanation how to open;
• One experienced difficulties to reach inside the machine;
• Two needed clearer explanation how to replace the bag with new one;
• All needed to squat or bend in order to open and clean the vacuum cleaner.
(fig. 12, fig. 13)

(fig. 8)

(fig. 9)

(fig. 10)

(fig. 11)

(fig. 12)

(fig. 13)

(fig. 14)

5.5.2 Stick Vacuum Cleaner

(fig. 15)

Handle and weight:
• All found the machine to heavy to carry
• One found the handle too high to carry the cleaner - experience pain in the
shoulder because of the angle
(fig. 14, fig. 15)
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Turning the machine ON/OFF:
• All users found the placement of the control button convenient.
(They don’t need to bend);
• Two liked that you are able to turn the machine ON/OFF and change the
suckution power with one button.
(fig. 16, fig. 17)
Cleaning under furniture:
• All found this action for impossible (the machine is too big, cannot fit under furniture);
• Two of the users found the machine too heavy to operate with when it is lowered to
the floor;
• All had to bend when trying to reach under furniture.
(fig. 18 - fig. 19)
Opening the lid and cleaning the container:
• One of the users couldn’t manage to open the container;
• One of the users found it hard to pull the container (no grip, sharp
corners);
• Two of the users found inconvenient to push the button with one
hand and pull the container with the other;
• One of the users didn’t understand how to open it without external help;
• One of the users didn’t like to see the dust through the transparent
container;
• One of the users thinks it is unhygienic.
(fig. 20 - fig. 21)

(fig. 16)

(fig. 18)

(fig. 17)

(fig. 19)

(fig. 21)
(fig. 20)

Users’ comment
The results from the user test showed different advantages and disadvantages for both types of vacuum cleaner. All the participants agreed that the stick
vacuum cleaner solves many problems that are present in the canister type. Nevertheless it has many other problems and all the users commented that they
will never replace the canister one with a stick one due to its lack of enough functions and inflexibility.
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5.6 Conclusions:
The results from the user test showed several problematic issues connected to the vacuum cleaner usage that need to be taken into consideration. The new
product should aim:
•
•
•
•

To provide visible and comfortable handle to carry;
To provide visible and accessible place for the cord;
To provide distinguished buttons to operate with;
To provide accessible button to turn ON/OFF (by hand or foot);

•
•
•
•

To provide adjustable handle height ;
To be as light as possible;
Eliminate unnatural position during the cleaning process;
To be easy to maintain (cleaning and storing).

5.7 Users’ Needs

5.8 Most problematic issue.
Figures 1 to 6 depicts the most problematic issue connected with the vacuum cleaner usage. The red lines outline spots where pain might occur during cleaning process.
1

2

3

4

5

6
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2. Ideation phase
1. Sketches

Position to clean under furniture

1.1 Pipe:
Cleaning under furniture turned out to be one of the biggest issue for the users when they clean with
vacuum cleaner. The following sketch represents an idea that might solve the this problem. The pipe is
bent in 90o angle. The lower part lies flat on the floor surface and can slide under furniture. Thus the user
doesn’t need to bend his back or squat down in order to slide the pipe under furniture.

Slides under furniture
1.2 Machine – two different concepts that might solve other problems connected with the vacuum cleaner usage are presented in the following sketches.
Such problems are, for example, opening the lid, switching ON/OFF the machine, pulling the cord out, rolling the cord back into the machine, carrying it.
Concept No 1:
It is a machine that is stored in vertical position. It has foldable wheels. When it is used the user can adjust the angle of the whole machine so that it can suit
different needs. The control buttons are placed at the lower part of the machine, so that they could be accessed by foot. Due to its vertical position and the
angle the lid that gives access to the dust bag is higher. Thus the user doesn’t need to bend to the floor in order to open the lid.
Cleaning position

Storage position
Carrying handle

Hose

Lid
Hose hole
ON/OFF
controls

Folded
wheels
Cord
controls

Foot ON/OFF
controls

Fold/unfold
wheels
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Concept No 2:
Concept No 2 consists of three parts. The idea is to combine 3 different types of vacuum cleaners – the robotic, the canister and the stick. The robotic might
be used for regular maintaining the household, the canister for major cleaning and the stick for fast cleaning for small spills.
Robotic VC

Removable
handle

ON/OFF
controls

Docking station on wheels

Hose
hole

Docking station on
wheels

2.2 Machine body
Concept No 1

Higher machine body
90o angle of
the pipe to
slide under
furniture

Can move automatically as a
robotic VC

Can be used as regular canister
VC
Docking station
on wheels

Cord
controls

Robotic VC

Robotic VC

2. Sketch Models 1
2.1 Pipe

Docking
station on
wheels

Robotic VC

Robotic VC

2.2 Machine body
Concept No 2

Foldable
wheels for
stability
during the
cleaning

Removable
handle for
stick VC
function

Docking
station

Hose attached to
the robotic part
for canister VC
function

Robotic
VC
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3. User test 2
Concepts & Ideas
Date 27/02/2013, 06/03/2013
3.1 Where: The second user test was conducted at Mid Sweden University where five test persons participated in the test. The goal of the test is to discuss
new ideas and concepts connected with the vacuum cleaning process. The new ideas suggest possible solutions to problems discovered during the first user
test.
3.2 How: The test persons were asked to evaluate ideas by looking at sketches that represent different solutions as well as to test very simple models that
outline the basic concepts and ideas.
3.3 What:
Handle - the sketches and the model from the previous stage.
Machine – the sketches and the models for concept No 1 and concept No 2

3.4 Who
Kristina
Disability/Disease:
• Joints replacements
• Pain in her hips

Nicklas
Disability/Disease:
• Spina Bifida
• Week muscle in the lower limbs
• Uses wheelchair

Kjell
Disability/Disease:
• Rheumatoid arthritis
• Metal replacements in the knees and
hips
• Pain and stiffness in arms, hands, legs,
knees and hips

Gunilla
Disability/Disease:
• Nerve damage in her right arm
• Rheumatism
• Whiplash in her neck
• Pain in her neck

Esther
Disability/Disease:
• Herniated disc
• Displaced pelvis
• Cannot sit, lift heavy objects, bend to
the floor
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3.5 Results

(fig. 1)

(fig. 2)

3.5.1 Pipe
• Five users found it was very easy to reach under furniture;
• Five users didn’t bend to reach under furniture;
• Three users had no problems manoeuvring it;
• Two found the pipe a bit heavy;
• Two found the pipe a bit hard to manoeuvre;
• One user used two hands when using the pipe.
(fig. 1 - fig. 4)

3.5.2 Machine body
Concept No 1:
• Three users found the machine angle for inconvenient to turn ON/OFF,
as well as, to roll back the cord (it should be at 90 ⁰);
• Two users found the angle convenient;
• Four users found the height of the buttons better in comparison with
the traditional VC;
• Five users prefer to have higher VC;
• Five users prefer to have the wheels handle as higher as possible;
• One found it easier to carry since it goes along your body and not into it;
• Four found much easier to reach the lid and bag because of the height and the
angle;
• One wants even higher lid and container;
• Four prefer to open the lid downwards;
• Four prefer bag VC instead of container;
• Five found the model more accessible and easy to handle than the traditional VC.
(fig. 5 - fig.8)

(fig. 3)

(fig. 4)

(fig. 5)

(fig. 6)

(fig. 7)

Inconvenient foot angle

(fig. 8)

More convenient bending angle
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Concept No 2 (discussion):
• Three users would have a robotic VC but will never replace the canister;
• Three users don’t want more than one VC;
• Five users think that the idea is very interesting;
• Four would buy it if it not too expensive;
• One thinks it’s a good idea only for young families;

3.6 Conclusions:
The development of the new product should continue with:
Pipe:
•
•

Solutions that allow the pipe to bend in 90° easily;
Solutions to solving the steering issue when the pipe is bent.

Machine body:
•
•
•
•

More options for the ON/OFF & cord controls;
The body should be kept as high as possible;
Solution for folding/unfolding the wheels easily;
3 in 1 concept is interesting but doesn’t fit into the projects goals.
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4. Inspiration
4.1 Mind Map
Creating a mind map is an method that serves for outlining the most important moments and issues connected to the usage of a certain product. As well as it
serves as in inspiration tool in the seek of new solutions and ideas (fig. 1-3). In the centre of the mind map, it is placed a situation that might occur during the
usage of the product (the yellow bubble). Then requirements that need to be fulfilled are applied to the situation (the red bubbles). In the end different solution how to fulfil the requirements are applied (the blue bubbles). New sketches and ideas are developed based on the solutions. This map can grow unlimited until it generates good ideas for further sketching.

fig.2 Cleaning under furniture

fig.1 Transportation

fig.3 Controlling the machine
As light as
possible

On shoulder
Ergonomic
place to lift

Light material
Lifting
Small size

Voice control
Touch surface

Handle

Without pressure/
force

On back

Without force

Dragging
Controlling ON/OFF

Without bumping
into the body

Tall body

Transporting
Handle on
one side

With foot without
lifting it

Shape that goes
along the body
Touches
the ancle

With hand without
bending
Something
to kick

Sensors on
the cleaning
head

Controls on
the handle
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5. Sketches
5.1 Pipe
The following sketches represent two ideas that could make the pipe bend in 90 o angle. That allows the user to bend the pipe only when they need to reach
under furniture since steering a bent pipe is harder than when it is in up-right position. The position of the pipe for the rest of the cleaning is regular.
5.1.1 Idea 1 The pipe consists of two parts. The first one is the actual handle and the second part is the cleaning head, the tube and hose. When
the user needs to reach under furniture they push down the second part
that slides along the first part (the handle). That creates 90o angle. The
pipe is brough back in up-right position when the user pulls back the second part.

5.1.2 Idea 2 The pipe consists of one part as a regular VC pipe. In the middle of the pipe there is a soft connection. Over the part where the soft
connection is, there is a tube that prevents the pipe from bending in 90o
angle. When the user needs to reach under furniture they pull the tube up
to release the soft part and thus the pipe bends. Pushing the tube down
brings the pipe in regular up-right position.

Up-right position for regular cleaning

Push
down

Second
part
slides
along
the first
part

Up-right position for regular cleaning

Position to
clean under
furniture

Slides under furniture
Part 1 handle

Part 2 tube &
hose

Position to clean
under furniture

Tube that secures
the soft connection

Pull up the tube releases the soft
connection
Soft connection
allows the pipe to
bend
Slides under furniture
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6. Sketch models 2
6.1 Pipe
Two sketch models were developed that are based on the sketches from the previous point.
Pipe mechanism 1
Regular cleaning position

Grip

Cleaning under furniture

Mechanism grip

Push down the
mechanism the pipe slides
down

Push downlower the
pipe

Pull up fits
the pipe
in regular
position

Pipe mechanism 2
Regular cleaning position

Cleaning under furniture

Mechanism
grip

Pull uprelease, pipe
bends

Push down-lock
the pipe upright

Soft connection
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6.2 ON/OFF Control on the handle
In order to avoid bending for turning on/off the vacuum cleaner, the control can be placed on the handle instead of on the vacuum cleaner body. The following mock-ups represent different options to control the machine from the handle.
Slide down - OFF Slide up- ON

Push down - OFF

Pull up - ON

Turn left - OFF

Turn right - ON

Press & Hold - ON Release - OFF

6.3 Handle for transportation
One mock-up was made for the lifting handle which was placed at different place and at different height on the vacuum cleaner body.

Handle 1 - lift

Handle 2 - lift

On one side of the ma- Moved to the right
chine in the centre

Handle 3 - lift

Handle 4 - lift

Handle 4 - drag

On the other side of
the machine in the
centre

At different heights

Option to drag it instead of carry it
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6.4 Control buttons on the body
Different sizes and placement for the buttons on the machine.

6.5 Lid opening direction  and placements
Simple lid was made out of paper to represent different directions of opening.

Buttons 1

Downwards

Buttons 2

Upwards

Press with hand
Step to turn
Step to turn

Kick to turn

Buttons 3 - at different places and height
High on the body

Low on the body

On the top - 2 directions
On the back side

Buttons 4
On one side

Slide forward with
ankle - ON

Slide back with
ankle - OFF
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6.6 Flip concept
On the back side of the vacuum cleaner body a concave shape was made. The users can place their feet inside the shape and when they press downwards the
machine flips from horizontal to vertical position. Thus they can reach the lifting handle and the lid without bending or squatting all the way to the ground.

Press with foot

The body flips
upwards

Easy to reach

7. User test 3
Principles
Date 02/04/2013, 03/04/2013
7.1 Where: The third user test was conducted at Mid Sweden University
where three test persons participated in the test. The goal of the test is to
evaluate the further development of the design. The new solutions were derived from the conclusions from the second user test as well as from the mind
map.
7.2 How: The test persons were asked to evaluate ideas by testing the physical test models described under point 6 from this chapter. The users were
asked to compare the different suggestions for different functions and to
order the different options from the most preferred to the less one.

7.3 What:
• Two different mechanisms that adjust the pipe
• Five options to turn ON/OFF the machine on the handle
• Four handle placement options (for transportation)
• Four turn ON/OFF and cord controls on the body
• Various lid placements
• Four lid openings directions
• Flipping concept
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7.4 Who
Kristina
Disability/Disease:
• Joints replacements
• Pain in her hips

Åke
Disability/Disease:
• Stroke in the left half of the brain
• Weakness in his right arm
• 20% functionality in his right leg
• Walks with crutches

Gunilla
Disability/Disease:
• Nerve damage in her right arm
• Rheumatism
• Whiplash in her neck
• Pain in her neck

7.5 Results
Pipe mechanism 1

Pipe mechanism 2

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

All users found it very easy to put the pipe up and down;
All found the minimum height for the mechanism grip convenient
enough;
Two found it light enough to lift the handle and pull the mechanism
up (if can’t bend);
Two found is very easy to understand how it works.

Two users preferred pipe 1 because the grip for the mechanism was higher.

All found it very easy to push it down/pull it up very easy;
Two wants the adjust grip to be higher;
One felt that she needs to hold the pipe with two hands.

One user choose mechanism 2 because it consist of one part.
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7.5.2 Turn ON/OFF Handle
Option 1 Slide up/down

Option 2 Push/pull  

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

All users found the button placement convenient;
Three users found it hard to slide it up;
Might be painful if you have thumb joints problems;
One user comment that she would need to use her other hand.

All users found it is very easy to turn on/off the machine;
All users found the placement very convenient;
Two users found that they have better grip of the button;
One user don’t want to use both hands;
Two users found good that you can use your whole hand;

Option 3 Turn left/right

Option 4 Pressure button

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

All found it was rather easy;
Two users found it inconvenient for the wrist;
Two users don’t like the twist moment;
One user doesn’t want to use two hands.

Two users found it easy in general;
One user felt he has control all the time;
All users found it inconvenient if you want to change the grip;
Two users didn’t like that they need to press the button all the time;
One user would like it only if she is using small pipe to clean furniture.
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Option 5 Sensors
Concept for sensors on the handle that recognise when the handle is grabbed and turn the vacuum cleaner automatically.
•
•
•

All users found it interesting;
Two thought it might be irritating;
One found it convenient because you don’t need to think about it.

7.5.3 Transportation handle
Handle 1 - lift

Handle 2 - lift

•
•
•

•
•

One users found that the wheels bump into the legs;
All found the height convenient to reach;
All found that is more comfortable to carry than the existing once.

Wheel into the body

Easy to reach

One found it unbalanced;
One found it that goes even more along the body.

Along the body

Handle 3 - lift

Handle 4 - lift and drag

•
•
•

•
•
•

Both users found it very convenient;
The handle is easy to reach;
There is nothing that disturbs the body.

Nothing disturbs the legs

Goes along the body

Unbalanced

All user found the handle a bit too high to lift;
All users found the handle a bit too low for dragging ;
One found the body a bit too big to drag around.

Too high for lifting

Too low for dragging
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7.5.4 Control buttons on the body
Buttons 1

Buttons 2

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

All found it easy to press with foot;
All found the height good to press with foot;
Two won’t kick it - prefer to step on it (more balanced);
One will kick it - doesn’t need to lift foot;
One found you can step without lifting foot.

Step on the button

Good angle

Kick the button - no foot lifting

Good height

All liked that it gives many option;
All will still use her foot to turn on/off;
One will use her knee to roll the cord back (support);
Both might use her hand to roll the cord back;
All will use all the options depending on the situation.

Control with knee

Support when rolling the cord back

Unbalanced

Buttons 3

Buttons 4

•
•
•

•
•
•

All couldn’t find big difference from the existing;
All found that the when the buttons are higher is better;
All found that they don’t give many options.

All thought it will bump into the furniture;
One didn’t like it - (it is not a button);
Two users found it very convenient - don’t need to lift foot.
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7.5.5 Lid opening direction and placements
Downwards

Upwards

On one side

On the top

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

All found it very easy to reach;
All found the height as good ( not
that much bending;
All found it provides good view of
the bag;
All found it easy to reach for the
bag;
One felt that the lid keeps the
dust in.

Height - less bending

•
•

All found it comfortable enough;
One was afraid that it may fall on
her hand;
One felt is less visible what it is
inside;
One found it harder to reach
inside.

•

All found it comfortable enough;
All found it easy to open and
reach inside.
All found it a “strange”.

All couldn’t find big difference;
Two found it less visible what it’s
inside.

Lid can fall down

Good view
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Flip option
•
•
•
•
•

All users found this option very convenient;
All users found easier to reach the handle and the lid when it is flipped in vertical position;
All prefer to flip it instead of unfolding the wheels;
One found they need deeper foot surface;
It should be easy to put it back down.

Easy to flip upwards

Bigger surface for the foot

Users’ choice of handle switch
Kristina

Gunilla

Åke

Sensors

Sensors

Sensors
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Users’ choice of transportation handle
H3

H4

H1

H2

H2

H4

H3

H1

H4

H2

H1

H3

Kristina

Gunilla

Åke

Users’ choice of the buttons on the vacuum cleaner body
Kristina

Gunilla

Åke
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7.6 Conclusions
7.6.1 Pipe
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Higher grip to adjust the pipe

Both mechanisms are easy to adjust;
Both options allow to clean under furniture without bending;
The grip for adjusting the pipe should be as high as possible;
The construction should be simple;
Both are better than the existing pipe types.

7.6.2 Controls
•
•
•
•

Simple construction

Controls on the handle are preferable;
Having controls on both the handle and the machine is the best;
Up-down button is the best on the handle;
It should be able to turn it on with one hand when the button is on the handle;
User should be able to chose how to press controls when they are on the
machine (different options);
Big buttons are preferable - easy to be seen.

Gives a whole hand grip

Can be switch with one hand

Along the body

No bending reach it

7.6.3 Transportation handle
•
•
•
•

Should be reachable without extreme bending;
Should be placed so that the machine goes alone the body;
Could be adjustable in height;
Shouldn’t stick out too much from the body (storage).

7.6.4 Opening and cleaning
•
•
•
•
•

The lid opening should be placed as high as possible;
The lid should be easy to open;
There should be convenient area where the user can hold the lid;
There should be good view of what it is inside;
The bag should be easy to reach and change.
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7.6.5 Vacuum cleaner  in up right position
•
•
•
•

Easy to bring the body in vertical position

Better height to maintain the VC

There should be possibility to bring the body in up-right position;
Much easier to maintain the machine when it is higher;
Flipping option is very suitable to bring the body up;
Flipping back the body in horizontal position should be developed.

8.  Sketch models 3
8.1 Pipe
The pipe was further developed as an combination between the previous two pipe. It consist of one part with soft connection in the middle which is simple
construction. The tube that secures and releases the soft connection was made higher for easier reach without bending. The pipe provides two grips. The users can choose to change grip when they clean regularly and under furniture.
Floor cleaning positions

Cleaning under furniture position
Higher and better
mechanism grip
- reach without
bending forwards

Grip No 1

Grip No 2

Grip No 1
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8.2 Machine Concepts
Three different machines bodies were developed with three different concepts of how the vacuum cleaner can be kept or brought in vertical position.
8.2.1 Flip concept - use the foot to bring the vacuum cleaner body into vertical position. The foot surface is bigger and the corners are made softer for smooth
flipping up and down.

Bigger foot surface

Soft edges for
smooth flipping

Surface to place
the foot and flip in
horizontal position

8.2.2 Wheels concept - use the foot to unfold and fold the wheels.

8.2.3 Tipping concept - the body stays in vertical position constantly. When the users are cleaning the body tips downwards from the pulling of the hose and
it goes back into vertical position automatically. The heavy parts are situated in the lower part and under the centre of rotation of the body and that keeps the
machine from lying in horizontal position constantly.
Stays always in vertical position

Tips downwards when pulled by
the hose in the cleaning process

Goes automatically in vertical
positions because of the weight
placement and the centre of
rotation
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8.3 Lid opening
One lid opening was developed. The lid opens downwards according to the
results from third user test. A buttons is added to represent the mechanism
of the opening.

8.4 Cord
In the model below the placement of the cord is suggested to be situated on
top of the machine. Thus it will be more visible and the users won’t need to
bent in order to drag it out.
More accessible and visible placement

Push the
button-the
lid falls
down

Better grip to drag out

Higher
body-more
accessible

8.4 Handle swithch
The model is a combination between the two most preferred options from
User test 3. The machine can by switch by either sliding the button up with
the thumb, or by using a whole hand grip.

Buttons
Five pair of buttons were made where in each pair the buttons are different
from each other. Thus the users can distinguish the two main buttons on the
VC where one is for turning it ON/OFF and one is for rolling the cord back.
Different sizes

ON/OFF with the thumb

Different patterns

Different shapes

Using a whole grip

Relief markings

Concave and convex shapes
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9. User test 4  
Three Concepts
Date 23/04/2013, 24/04/2013, 25/04/2013

9.1 Where: The forth user test was conducted at Mid Sweden University where seven test persons participated in the test, six of which have a health condition or disability. The goal of the test was to evaluate three different models with different options and solution regarding the vacuum cleaner usage.
9.2 How: The test persons were asked to evaluate ideas by testing physical test models. The users were asked to chose the model or combination that they
prefer the most.
9.3 What:
• Three different options that bring the machine in up-right position;
• Different size, shape, texture for the buttons;
• Different contrast and marking colors for the buttons;
• Cord placement and grip;
• Improved grip and placement of the pipe mechanism;
• Combination between two handle turn ON/OFF buttons.
9.4 Who
Gunilla
Disability/Disease:
• Nerve damage in her right arm
• Rheumatism
• Whiplash in her neck
• Pain in her neck

Cecilia
Disability/Disease:
• Has one eye
• 40 % eyesight in the other eye
• Arthrosis
• Stiffness and weakness in her hands

Jan
Disability/Disease:
• Diabetes
• Blindness
• Pain in his body
• No sensitivity in his fingers

Kjell
Disability/Disease:
• Rheumatoid arthritis
• Metal replacements in the knees and
hips
• Pain and stiffness in arms, hands, legs,
knees and hips

Violetta
Disability/Disease:
• Herniate discs
• Has pain in the entire body
• Cannot bend over

Åke
Disability/Disease:
• Sciatica
• Back pain
• Cannot bend over
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9.5 Results
9.5.1 Pipe mechanism 1
•
•
•

All test users found the mechanism easy to pull up and push down;
All found the grip comfortable to grab;
All found the height is convenient to reach ( don’t need to bend );

Easy to reach the mechanism

Comfortable grip

•
•
•
•

All found that changing the grip is minor inconvenience;
All prefer to change grip instead of adjusting the height;
Three of the users have minor problem to steer the pipe because of the
soft connection;
All users found it is very easy to reach under furniture;

Easy to reach under furniture

Soft connection makes the pipe wobbly

Easy to pull up/push down

9.5.2 Handle switch
•
•
•
•

Three of the users found it was hard to slide it up;
All users found it is good that you have the option to use a whole grip;
All found is easy to pull up and push down;
One user found the grip is too big;

•
•
•
•

One user found that the grip should be made of soft material;
All users found that having the switch on the handle is better than on the
machine;
Two users prefer to have both, switch on the handle and on the machine.
All users would use the pipe when cleaning.
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9.5.3 Machine Concepts
Flipping Concept
•
•
•
•
•

All users found the it very easy to bring the machine up with foot;
Four users said that they will definitely use it;
All uses found the placement for the foot at good height (no problem
to lift their foot)
All users found the space for the foot big and deep enough to place
their foot;
Two users might lose balance when they press down with one foot.

Tipping Concept
•
•
•
•

All the users found it a very easy because the machine goes up by
itself;
Three users prefer to have control of the tipping;
All users found it is easy to bring it down;
One thought that it could be irritating that it cannot be fixed in horizontal position.

Wheel Concept
•
•

All of the users tough it was easy to fold/unfold the machine with foot;
None of the users like the wheels (they might trip).
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9.5.4 Cord placement and grip

9.5.5 Lifting

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

All users found the cord easy to be seen;
All users found the placement much more convenient to reach than on
the existing types;
Five users found the grip better to grab than on the existing types;
Two users found the grip too big;
One user experienced difficulty to see the plug.

Higher placement of the handle - requires no bending to reach

More comfortable grip

Easy to be seen where it is

•

All found that accessing the handle is easier than on the existing type;
Five commented that the machine follows the body curves (doesn’t cuts
into the body);
All found that the handle grip should be rounder and softer.

No need to squat down
to look for it under the
machine

Goes along the body - convenient for caring
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9.5.6 Lid opening

9.5.7 Buttons  

•
•

•

•
•

All users found very easy to understand how to open the lid;
Five users found it easier because it is not needed to make two action
simultaneously;
All users found that the direction of opening provides clear visibility to the
bag inside;
Five users found the height of the lid requires less bending when opening
and taking the bag out.

•
•
•
•

Five users prefer the buttons’ size to be so that to be able to be pressed
by foot;
All users prefer bigger contrast between the button colour and the markings;
All users found that having a difference between the buttons is very helpful to distinguish them from each other;
Six users prefer the difference to be in the size of the buttons;
Six of the users said that there should be markings on the buttons..

Biggest contrast between button color and marking color

Jan’s choice of buttons and explanation

1

The easiest way to distinguish the two buttons is
between those shapes.

2

3

Also very easy to make the difference but needs more
time to get familiar with the buttons.

4

Doesn’t like patterns
in general. Too sensitive fingers. He prefers
smoother surfaces.

5

Blind people do not learn international markings. Even that the
markings were relief Jan couldn’t
recognize the signs and therefore he
couldn’t distinguish them.
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9.6 Conclusions
Pipe mechanism
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to reach the release mechanism;
Easy to pull up and push down;
Gives opportunity to clean under furniture without bending;
The nuzzle should be made so that it sticks to the floor when the handle is
bend;
Groves or relief on the release mechanism provide good and stable grip.

Handle switch
• Better to turn ON/OFF with controls on the handle than on the machine;
• Much faster to turn ON/OFF (no need to go to the machine);
• Good that there is option to use both your thumb or a whole grip;
• Is’s preferable to have buttons both on the machine and the handle;
• There should be grooves or relief to provide good and stable grip.
Machine bodies
• All types of machines bring the machine in up-right position;
• All types have convenient placement for the lid and the lifting handle;
• Fold/Unfold wheels should be avoided;
• Both flipping and tipping concepts are easy to use;
• The foot surface should provide stability when you step on it;
• The foot surface should be as low as possible;
• The foot surface should be wide in order to fit to every foot size.

Lifting
• Handle height allows to lift the machine with minor bending;
• The machine shape goes along the body which is convenient;
• The handle grip should be made more comfortable;
• The handle surface should provide stable and no slippery grip;
Lid opening
• The height of the lid requires less bending when opening;
• The height is more comfortable when you sit also;
• The angle provides good visibility to the bag inside;
• It is easy to reach to take out the bag;
• The push buttons is easy to use and can be seen easily.
Buttons
• It is good to have some difference between the buttons in order to distinguish them;
• Most users preferred a difference in size;
• Different shapes for the buttons is very useful too;
• Patterns are not very useful in order to distinguish buttons;
• The buttons should have sign description on them;
• There should be a contrast between the button color and the signs.
• Buttons should be big enough to be easily pressed by foot.

Cord placement and grip
• The cord is easily seen when it is on the top of the machine;
• The cord is easily reached when it is on top of the machine;
• The cord grip makes dragging it out easier;
• The grip should be smaller and made with groves or relief for better grip;
• The plug should be visible.
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10. Sketches
The following sketches outline ideas how the results from the user tests could be connected to the outer appearance of the product. The sketches explore
different shape. It is emphasized on the big buttons, the cord placement, the foot surface and the color contrast between the whole body and the functional
parts.
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3. Realization phase
1. Final test model
The final model combines all new solutions in one new concept. The solutions were derived from the conclusions and the results of the user test that were
conducted during the Ideation phase of this project. The final test model was to be evaluated and approved by the test persons in the last user test.
1.1 Technical issues with some of the new ideas
In a meeting with the representative from Electolux AB several things had to be taken into consideration regarding the technical implementation of the proposes new solutions and ideas:
• The cord could not be placed on the top, because the cord winder should point forwards and it should be exactly below the cord button.
• The ON/OFF & Cord buttons should be kept as small as possible, because the surface that makes contact with the motor and the cord winder is small too.

Cord placement
+ and - buttons for power
increasing

Light shows the
level of suction
Buttons are
have slight difference in size

Lid button - 17 mm
ON/OFF & Cord buttons - 75 mm
Foot width - 110 mm
Lifting handle - 32 mm

Important measurements
•
•
•
•

Foot width - 114 mm for 99 Percentile man
Optimum diameter for handle grip between 32 and 38 mm
Minimum buttons size - palm -51 mm
Mimimum button size - finger -13 mm

“The measure of man and woman” Henry Dreyfuss, 2002
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Pipe and handle switch
For the final test model of the pipe, two rigid parts were added on both sides of the soft connection. They support the soft connection on the sides and allow
it to be flexible only in one direction. Thus the lower part does not move on the sides which makes the pipe more stable and easy to steer. The handle switch
was made smaller and grooves are added for better thumb grip.

Rigid parts keeps the soft connection flexible in one direction. The
pipe is not moving to the sides
which makes the steering easier.

Smaller handle switch that could be used either with
the thumb or with the a hand grip. Grooves on the
thumb surface for better grip.
Thumb

Whole grip
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2. User test 5
Final concept
Date 16/05/2013

2.1 Where: The fifth user test was conducted at Mid Sweden University
where five test persons participated in the test. The goal of the test was to
evaluate different functions of the new concept for a vacuum cleaner, as well
as to compare it with the functions an existing type of vacuum cleaner.
2.2 How: The test persons were asked to evaluate ideas by testing the final
physical models. In order to measure the results test persons were grading
different functions by using the Design For All scale.
2.3 What:
2.3.1 Vacuum cleaner body
• Height of the foot step for flipping the machine body in vertical and horizontal position;
• The action of flipping the machine in vertical and horizontal position;
• The height of the lifting handle; (both on the new solution and on the
existing type)
• The shape and the grip of the lifting handle; (both on the new solution
and on the existing type)
• The action of lifting the machine; (both on the new solution and on the
existing type)
• How clear are the markings for opening the lid, as well as for the buttons;
(both on the new solution and on the existing type)

• Pressing the buttons both with foot and hand; (both on the new solution
and on the existing type);
• Suction power level visibility.
2.3.2 Pipe
• Reaching the security tube;
• Pulling up and pushing down the security tube;
• Steering the pipe when it is in bent position;
• Turning the machine ON/OFF with button on the handle.
2.4 Discussion
Several details need to be taken into consideration regarding the results from
the final user test. The final body model is shaped out of hard and heavy
material which makes the vacuum cleaner much heavier than if it was made
out of plastic. Therefore, in order to avoid false results during the user test,
some of the functions were tested with other function models that weight
as a real vacuum cleaner. Also the lid of the function model is not functioning and therefore the users evaluated only the placement and the visibility
of the button for opening and not the actual opening. The handle switch was
tested only from four persons since the test model broke.

2.5 Who
Gunilla
Disability/Disease:
• Nerve damage in her right arm
• Rheumatism
• Whiplash in her neck
• Pain in her neck

Cecilia
Disability/Disease:
• Has one eye
• 40 % eyesight in the eye
• Arthrosis
• Stiffness and weakness in her hands

Åke
Disability/Disease:
• Sciatica
• Back pain
• Cannot bend over
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Kjell
Disability/Disease:
• Rheumatoid arthritis
• Metal replacements in the knees and
hips
• Pain and stiffness in arms, hands, legs,
knees and hips

Violetta
Disability/Disease:
• Herniate discs
• Has pain in the entire body
• Cannot bend over

2.6 Results
2.6.1 Vacuum cleaner body
The chart in fig 1 represents the grades (Design for All scale) that each of the users that participated of the test gave for different functions of the new vacuum cleaner design concept regarding the product usage. The chart in fig 2 represents the grades that the users gave for the same functions of an existing
type of vacuum cleaner. The chart in fig. 3 visualize the average grades for both vacuum cleaners. Fig. 4 presents the grades for the pipe from each user and
fig. 5 the average assessment.
Fig.1 New vacuum cleaner design concept
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Fig. 2  Existing vacuum cleaner design
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Fig. 3 Average grades
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2.6.2 Vacuum cleaner pipe
Fig. 4
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2.7 Test persons comments
Gunilla: “It is a bit too high now,
but it works very good”
Kjell: “I have a bad
balance, but I
would use it, because my back
problems are
worse”
Cecilia: “It is new, but it is easy I
can learn it”

Violetta: “I am almost
in up right when I
reach for the handle”

Gunilla: “I talked to my
friends about that pipe.
They want to have it”

Kjell: “It is times
much easier to reach
for the handle than
before”

Kjell: “That is a brilliant idea and you can
have it with any vacuum cleaner body”

Gunilla: “It si really good that you
have the opportunity to chose”

Violetta: “It works
perfectly”

Åke: “ Great angle and surface to press with hand”

Cecilia: “You cannot miss it, it is very
clear to see it”

2.7 Conclusions

USERS’
NEEDS

Cleaning under
furniture without
bending

Visible &
accessible
controls

Easy to
maintain

Easy to
transport

Visible and
accessible
cord
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3. Sustainability
3.1 Materials and manufacture
The materials that would be used for manufacturing the new vacuum cleaner design are the same that are used in the existing types of vacuum cleaner on the
market today. No additional materials are applied to the new design. The vacuum cleaner body shell, pipe, nuzzle, cord winder and hose are to be made from
ABS plastic (acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene) which is completely recyclable. The motor is made of steel and the electricity wires from cooper. The plastic shell
of the body as well as the interior compartments are manufactured by injection moulding process and the pipe by extrusion.
Electrolux AB is company that pays great attention to the environmental impact of their products. All the vacuum cleaners from their product line consist of
70% recyclable plastic. Furthermore, there were the first company that produced vacuum cleaner from recycled plastic from polluted ocean. There are no
reasons or obstacles that the new design could not be produced in the same manner.
3.2 LCA Calculator
LCA Calculator is a tool that provides a possibility a product life cycle to be assessed regarding the environmental impact. The tool allows a product to be
evaluated according the materials, the manufacturing process, the transportation and the product use. The figure bellow represents the environmental impact
evaluation of the new design in terms of materials used for one vacuum cleaner body shell and pipe, the manufacturing techniques and the electricity usage
of 1000 W vacuum cleaner in 10 years if it is used 1 hour per week.
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4. 3D Renderings
The pictures below presents 3D visualization of the outer appearance of the new product. The final aesthetical design will be presented on 29/05/2013.

5. Design psychology
In the beginning of the project deep interviews and discussions were conducted with the test persons that participated in this project. It was mainly discussed
how do the users feel when they need to use a vacuum cleaner, as well as how much they can use this type of product. All of the users that use a vacuum
cleaner regularly don’t like to use it. They stated many reasons why they find it unpleasant. Since cleaning with vacuum cleaner requires a lot of bending and
moving around the home, many users said that they need to prepare mentally for that. For the same reasons many of the users cannot perform whole cleaning process by themselves. Several said that they ask for help their partners or children when it comes to cleaning under furniture, or lifting it from the floor.
Furthermore, there were users that do not use the product at all. They count exclusively on external help to maintain their living environment. Some of the
users have their “good” and “bad” days regarding their health condition which predetermines when they can or cannot use this product. In other words they
are not free to use it any time they want and need. All this factors can lead to loss of self-confidence and feeling of dependence since usage of such a siple
product turns out to be so hard.
The design of the new product minimize the bending that vacuum cleaning required in its usage which makes the product more user friendly and easy to
handle. The tests prove, for example, that many of the users that could not clean under furniture before, without somebody else helping them, now can do it.
These improvements give the user more freedom when they interact with the product. The user feels more independent and more secure that they can use
the product at any time they want without the need to count on external help.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
The results from the last user test of the final model showed that the new
vacuum cleaner design is more easier to handle from people that suffer from
different musculoskeletal disorders and experience pain and stiffness of the
body. Furthermore, it was proven that it is suitable to people with reduced
eyesight due to the emphasised buttons and the difference in their size.
However, there are several things that need to be taken into consideration for
further development. The step for the flipping function turned out to be a little too high, as well as the buttons which made them hard to press with foot.
This could be correct by making the wheels smaller and cutting the shape for
the foot step deeper downwards. Excluding this problem the flipping option
was evaluated as very convenient way to bring up the machine in vertical
position.
During the whole process 11 test persons participated altogether in the five
user test. Even though that the final evaluation of the product showed that
the needs of the users are fulfilled, it has to be taken into consideration that
they were derived from the first user test where three people participated.
Therefore it is not excluded that there could be more problematic areas that
could be further developed. Since musculoskeletal disorders comprehend a
great range of conditions and areas of affection there are fields that hasn’t
been studied in this project. Such areas could be shoulder pain when moving
the arm back and forth during the pipe steering or weak and unstable grip for
the pipe handle, for example. In the final product evaluation five people par-

ticipated. The final concept has to be approved from greater group of people
in order to confirm that the product is successful.
The final vacuum cleaner model for the last user test was made out of dense
foam which made it heavier than it should be. Also some parts were not
functioning such as the actual opening of the lid, the button pressure and the
wheels rolling. The model was mainly to test different heights, placements
and sizes for different functions. A proper prototype should be produced and
tested that includes all the functions of the new design including the suction.
Even though the target group for this project excludes blind people, a test
was conducted with blind person in order to give a hint of how they can
handle a product like a vacuum cleaner. The test showed that a blind person
doesn’t have particular problems with the product itself. The main issue with
vacuum cleaner usage in this situation is that the person cannot see where
and what they clean. Thus they can miss a spot or suck something important
that has fallen on the surface. Therefore, this product does not cover the
needs of a blind persons. Nevertheless, there is no obstacles for future research over this field and further development of the product.
The final design of the outer appearance will be presented on 29/05/2013
since the model is currently at process.
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